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dialer SerieS

AD-PIRW ......................................................$39.99
The passive infrared (PIR) detector operates on a 9 volt battery and 
will detect motion to a distance of about 40’ in front of the sensor. The 
PIR will then send a radio signal up to 200’ back to the auto dialer.

AD-SSW .......................................................$29.99
The wireless shock sensor can be placed in a trailer, truck, RV, etc. and 
will detect the movement caused by someone tampering with the 
vehicle. The sensor will then send a radio signal up to 200’ back to the 
auto dialer.

AD-KFW .......................................................$24.99
The wireless key fob can be used to arm and disarm the auto dialer 
from a distance of about 200’. The key fob can also be used as a panic 
alarm.

AD-DCW .......................................................$29.99
The wireless door contact can be used to monitor doors or windows. 
The sensor will then send a radio signal up to 200’ back to the auto 
dialer when a door or window is opened. 

Auto Dialer Accessories

Cellular Auto Dialer
                        CAD-03 Kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $599.99

The CAD-03 is a do-it-yourself security dialer that uses GSM cellular 
service to send a message when an alarm is generated. When an 
alarm is caused by one of the wireless sensors or tamper switch 
the dialer will call out and play one of two ten second messages 
that you record yourself. You can program up to nine different 
telephone numbers for the dialer to call. There is an entrance and 
exit delay as well as a local alarm. The dialer can be triggered by 
wireless PIR sensors, shock sensors or door contacts. The back-up 
battery allows the dialer to operate for 12 to 24 hours without 
AC power. The ruggedized construction and plastic carrying case 
mean that the CAD-03 can be used at construction sites, RVs, boats 
or other hard to monitor locations. The only thing you will need 
to add is an active GSM Sim card (AT&T, T-Mobile, etc.) The dialer 
will work anywhere you have GSM cell service making it ideal for 
remote locations or homes that do not have a land line telephone.

Kit includes: Cellular Auto Dialer; One wireless PIR  sensor; One 
wireless shock sensor; AC power adaptor; Back-up battery pack;    
Hard-sided carry case.
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